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LOS ANGELES, CA / ACCESSWIRE / June 10, 2024 / The city of angels welcomed keynote speaker, Master Chef Marti

Mongiello on Friday to kick off a weekend of celebrating amazing different flavors the United States enjoys. The chef took the

stage at the famed California Club in a 35-minute tear captivating the audience after an excellent luncheon of Bronzed Salmon

over Peeled Asparagus or Verde Risotto. Invited as a Paul Harris Fellow by The Rotary Club of Los Angeles (rotaryla5.org) to

speak, the chef was well received and had the audience laughing at least three or four times. It became obvious he was a master

story teller that holds the camera and writers vividly.

Mentioning Rotary's astounding feats of polio eradication from a former 58,000 cases per year to less than 100 now, 160 million

in grants per year, 46,000 clubs worldwide, and Charity Navigator rating of 100 out of 100, Mongiello beamed with pride about

being in Rotary.

Shifting to his first invitation to come and live in LA, Mongiello asked the audience to cheer his former boss, Kathy Kennedy at

Lucasfilm and said, "let's hear it for female CEOs like Kathy." The crowd responded willingly and cheered him on.

Mongiello then stunned the audience with entertaining episodes from his creative mind of shows filmed on Inside the Presidents'

Cabinet and featured worldwide on stage and television. Spanning shows across CNN, FOX, CBS, ABC, NBC, and PBS the guests

loved his story about inventing mango and banana vinaigrette dressings for Hillary and Bill Clinton and shipping in Krispy Kreme

doughnuts to the White House, a fellow butler meeting President Reagan nude for the first time accidentally while trying to

deliver a CIA package, how the Reagans adored a TV dinner or First Lady Nancy Reagan's Coconut Macaroons (served to the

crowd and on the table), as well as hilarious stories of Jackie's best friend Princess Grace coming for lunch at the White House

with her husband, Prince Ranier (and how JFK mistakenly called him Prince Reindeer during the meal).

The Q&A session after was lively and chef mentioned, "Now this is the good part - the questions!!!" In closing, he mentioned how

the US Presidential Culinary Museum brings solace to people across America when they find out how typical and normal the first

families are. Hail to the Chef was played at the end with a round of applause, donations to entrepreneurs across Los Angeles

made by Mongiello and his chef wife, Stormy, feeding the homeless on Wilshire Boulevard, donating to a Myanmar Water Project,

and the Rotary Club of Los Angeles announcing a $2500.00 scholarship in his name for a new college student.
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Kevin Costner's second 'Horizon' film pulled from theatrical release
The August theatrical release for the second chapter of Kevin Costner’s ambitious Western epic “Horizon: An American Saga” has been
canceled after the first film fizzled in theaters. New Line Cinema announced Wednesday that “Horizon: Chapter 2” will not hit theaters on Aug.…
Associated Press Finance • 2h ago

Ellison’s Plan to Fix Paramount Includes Technology Upgrade
(Bloomberg) -- When investors look at Paramount Global, they see a distressed company in decline. David Ellison sees a rare opportunity to own
one of Hollywood’s original studios.Most Read from BloombergSaudis Warned G-7 Over Russia Seizures With Debt Sale ThreatDistressed…
Bloomberg • 1d ago

Spotify is no longer just a streaming app, it's a social network
With Spotify's recent launch of comments on podcasts, the streamer is taking yet another step toward building a social networking experience
in an app primarily known for music. With comments, podcasters can now engage with their listeners directly within Spotify, as they can with…
TechCrunch • 4h ago

CNN to Cut About 100 Jobs, Launch Its First CNN.com Subscription Product
CEO Mark Thompson said it was “a logical possibility” that CNN might pursue a subscription bundle similar to what the New York Times offers.
The Wall Street Journal • 10h ago

Paramount Risks Cut to Junk by Moody’s After Skydance Deal
(Bloomberg) -- Moody’s Ratings said it is considering cutting Paramount Global’s credit grades to junk after the entertainment company agreed
to sell itself to Skydance Media, with the bond grader citing “significant secular pressures” on Paramount businesses.Most Read from…
Bloomberg • 1d ago

CNN to cut 100 jobs in major overhaul to focus on digital, memo shows
News outlet CNN will cut about 100 jobs as part of a plan to consolidate news operations and bolster its digital business, according to an
internal memo seen by Reuters on Wednesday. CNN will merge its news-gathering and digital news teams, invest in video operations and laun…
Reuters • 7h ago

Book Review: Gonzo journalist Barrett Brown’s memoir a piquant take on hacktivism’s rise
It is 2013 and Brown’s adventures have included helping Anonymous hacktivists publicly expose private U.S. intelligence contractors engaged in
deep-state power abuses at a time of rising concerns over Big Brother surveillance. Brown has done this in swashbuckling style – often in a…
Associated Press Finance • 2h ago

Disney (DIS) Releases Trailer for the Series Agatha All Along
Disney (DIS) has released the trailer for Marvel television's Agatha All Along, which is set to release on Sep 18.
Zacks • 1d ago

Early Adopters Pay the Price as EV Truck Values Tumble
Used electric truck models have seen significant price drops, highlighting the financial risks faced by early adopters who purchased at inflated
prices.
Oilprice.com • 1d ago

Vans refreshes Roblox activation with ‘phygital’ maneuver
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To drive traffic to the space, which reached 100 million visits last year, the brand is dropping a virtual version of a new shoe prior to its in-store
release.
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